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A Hartan pushchair is extremely special, right down to 
the last detail. Hartan products are not only free from pol-
lutants but meet the highest safety standards, whilst pro-
viding optimum comfort for both you and your little one.

Hartan is a family-run company and has been now for 
four generations. 

All of our pushchairs are developed and manu-
factured entirely in Germany. 
With state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies and  
certified quality management, Hartan creates first-class  
premium products. Every Hartan product embodies the 
experience and expertise of our entire team: Pioneering 
technology solutions, practical equipment details and 
excellent designs for all tastes. A Hartan pushchair keeps 
your little one safe and secure from day one.

Sustainability - made in Germany.
All Hartan production is carried out in Germany, which avoids sea freight. This helps make  
the world a better place for little ones by using shorter transport routes and, therefore, less CO2 
emissions. 

Sustainability is also a top priority in the choice of our stroller materials. This includes using our 
recyclable, innovative material solight ecco®, which all wheels of Hartan strollers are made from, 
characterised by durability and excellent cushioning and running properties.

Quality stands out!
Member of the TÜV  
Thüringen e. V.

All Hartan models are
according to the latest 
EU standards and tested:
DIN EN 1888-1:2022-09
DIN EN 1888-2:2023-02
DIN EN 1466:2015-02

Your most precious little ones deserve 
the best!

yt Nili ab ca hn hi aa t lts igu kS e  i t                         

yt Nili ab ca hn hi aa t lts igu kS e  i t                         

Recyclable wheels
- Air-chamber tyres  
 (no flat feet)
- Ball bearing mounted
- free of harmful substances
- weather resistant
- wear and tear-resistant
- UV and heat-resistant

- resource-saving production  
 in Germany
- short transport routes
- environmentally friendly  
 packaging
- environmentally friendly  
 materials



The „Rock IT GTR Outdoor“ pushchair is ideal for outdoor  
adventures. Standard handbrake and grip tyres ensure  
maximum off-road mobility. The Rock IT GTR Outdoor  
masters any terrain effortlessly. Water-repellent and  
hard-wearing Oeko-Tex-certified outer fabrics and an 

inner lining made of 100% certified organic cotton testify 
to the high manufacturing quality.
You are always safe on the road with the reflective zip in the 
hood. Get ready to have unforgettable experiences with your  
little explorer!

THE ROCK-IT GTR OUTDOOR

Available as a set inc.  
Premium Carrycot 

Adaptor for baby car seats 0+  
optionally available as an accessory

Available in 3 designs

800/toffee
801/leaf

802/amethyst

Rock IT GTR Outdoor  
1201-182-800

Rock IT GTR 
Outdoor-Set
from stock within  

10 working 
days



THE CASUAL COLLECTION
Discover the trendy, hip designs of the Casual Collection with their  
lovingly coordinated lining motifs. With the Racer, Topline and VIP  
models, the Casual Collection offers models for every area of use. 
All prams in the Casual Collection are equipped with the popular GTS 
seat unit, which allows a horizontal reclining position. The footrest is also 
multi-adjustable in height and length, ensuring maximum comfort.

Compact fold, 
 L 84 x W 59 x H 31 cm

Click adaptor for car seats  
group 0+ (accessory)

Versatile accessories 
in all designs



CASUAL COLLECTION DESIGNS 

Racer GTS   
2368-197-819

Big shopping basket

Height-adjustable 
handle bar

Height adjustable
and extendable

footrest

Multi-adjustable 
backrest inc.

full lie-flat position

GTS seat unit
reversible

Large lockable
swivel wheels

Please refer  
to our website  

 www.hartan.de  
for full info about  

the Casual  
Collection.

 
Canopy with

ventilation panel

colour 803 colour 805 colour 808 colour 812

colour 815 colour 823

colour 810

colour 817 colour 819 colour 821



A CLASS OF ITS OWN!

THE SELECTION COLLECTION - A CLASS OF ITS OWN!
Style, exclusivity and diversity - the Selection Collection combines six su-
perb dessins with over ten model variations. All models of the Selection 
Collection are equipped with leather-look handle covers, double-stitched 
seams, and a shopping basket in a matching design. The Selection series 
meets the highest quality standards and promises to produce the best for  
your precious possessions. We offer a full a 3-year guarantee. The lining 
is made of 100% certified organic cotton. High-quality details such as 
the leather-look patch and the quilting in the fabric round off the design.  
Discover the wide range of models and find the Selection pushchair 
that suits you and your life perfectly. The Selection Collection with 
matching accessories is available exclusively from selected specialist  
retailers.

Compact fold inc. seat unit,
 L 69 x W 58,5 x H 31 cm

Click adaptor for car seats  
group 0+ (accessory)

Versatile accessories  
in all designs



IVY GTR 
2376-194-840

SELECTION COLLECTION DESIGNS 

Please refer  
to our website  

 www.hartan.de  
for full info about 

the Selection  
Collection.

Big shopping basket

Height-adjustable 
handle bar

Adjustable
footrest

Reversible  
seat unit

Large lockable
swivel wheels

Canopy with
ventilation panel

colour 825 colour 828 colour 831

colour 834 colour 837 colour 840

Multi-adjustable 
backrest inc.

full lie-flat position



The new Mercedes-Benz pushchairs from Hartan — 
dynamic, innovative, functional

The successful cooperation between Mercedes-Benz and the German family-owned company 
Hartan began five years ago. Hartan, from Franconia, has been producing high-quality push-
chairs “Made in Germany “since the 1950s. Like Mercedes-Benz, Hartan stands for inno-
vation, comfort and safety with that unique sporty character. Hartan’s interior designs are 
made of certified organic cotton, which is simply the best for your little one. The aluminium 
chassis is exceptionally light and, combined with the ergonomic seat unit, offers total comfort 
alongside unique stability and manoeuvrability. Hartan pushchairs incorporate all the tech-
nical experience from four generations of German pushchair development and production. 
Their new pushchair collection with the models ALL-TERRAIN GTR, AVANTGARDE GTS/
GTX, PERFORMANCE GTS/GTX and AMG GT² Demonstrating not only an eye-catching look, 
the AMG GT is developed in close coordination with the Mercedes-Benz design department 
but also with superior functionality and excellent workmanship.

Like all Hartan products, the Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-AMG pushchairs meet the very 
highest standards in material selection and manufacturing quality. Additionally, they are 
also subject to certification by TÜV.



  

Cross-spoke rim in
original AMG design,  
inc. air-chamber tyres and
adjustable suspension

Handbrake on  
Mercedes-AMG  
models as standard

5-twin-spoke wheel 
in AMG-inspired design
design, inc. air-chamber 
tyres and adjustable
suspension 

Vegan Leatherette - modern lifestyle, uncompromising quality and a product without 
animal components. Our leatherette looks like leather but is far superior. Thanks to 
its high-tech fibre, it is not only incredibly hard-wearing but - unlike leather - it is also 
pleasantly breathable. For outstanding seating comfort and exceptional durability.

Mercedes-Benz Pattern 
Noble coloured chassis
Available in 4 colours

compact fold,  
including seat unit.
L 69 x W 58,5 x H 31 cm

MERCEDES-AMG  FEATURES 

MERCEDES-BENZ  FEATURES 

Please refer  
to our website  

 www.hartan.de  
for full info about the 
Mercedes-Benz and 

Mercedes-AMG 
Collection.

VEGAN GENUINE FABRIC

Avantgarde GTX   
2382-112-847

AMG GT2  
2385-193-851

BREATHABLE HARD-WEARING WATER REPELLENT



by hartan

THE BUGGY1 COLLECTION
From combi pushchairs and pushchairs to handy travel buggies with 
aeroplane dimensions. Here, you will find the ideal companion for you 
and your darling. With the new models Verso and Clixx the buggy1  
collection now offers even more variety. Enjoy high quality and unbeat- 
able prices all in one. 
Discover the practical and handy models of the buggy1 Collection now, 
whether for leisure, everyday use or travel.

BUGGY1 DESIGNS 

169 / rock 171 / mint 172 / night



Verso: 2019-208-169

Please refer to our website www.hartan.de for more stunning designs.

Verso Set
including carrycot 

and adaptor for 
baby car  

seats.

Verso with carrycot

2-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM VERSO

Clixx: 2020-211-171

Large, all-terrain 
wheels

Compact auto-fold 
mechanism 

L 61 x W 52 x H 27 cm

Cup holder  
included

BUGGY CLIXX 

Compact fold 
L 70 x W 62,5 x H 27 cm

Adaptor for Car seats
group 0+



made in Germany

hartan_kinderwagenwerk             

HartanDE

www.hartan.de

Technical changes and colour deviations are reserved.

Here, you can get everything from  

EN


